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Overlap and Phase Transitions

In simulations,
reionization appears to
be an extremely rapid
global phase transition

Pre-overlap: isolated
bubbles grow around
galaxies

Post-overlap: evolves
slowly with global SFR

Overlap: grows rapidly
over tH/100!!!

Is this transition
representative?

Gnedin Gnedin (2000)(2000)



SDSS Quasars

Two independent lines of sight:
SDSS J1030 (z=6.28): >10

SDSS J1148 (z=6.42):
< 11 at z>6.2 (Oh &

Furlanetto 2005)

Transmission spikes in Ly ,
Ly  troughs at z<6.2

Residual flux elsewhere

Interloper at z=5? NO (Oh &
Furlanetto 2005; White et al.
2005)

Both have jump in 

BUT locations differ by ~100
Mpc!

Differences not isolated eitherWhite et al. (2003)



The Topology of Reionization

Sokasian et al.  (2003)

z=8.74z=8.74

z=7.24z=7.24

13 13 comoving Mpccomoving Mpc



Photon Counting

Simple ansatz:

mion =  mgal

 = f* fesc N /b / (1+nrec)

Then condition for a

region to be fully

ionized is

fcoll > -1

Neutral IGM

Ionized IGM
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Photon Counting

Simple ansatz:

mion =  mgal

 = f* fesc N /b / (1+nrec)

Then condition for a
region to be fully ionized
is

fcoll > -1

Can construct an analog
of Press-Schechter mass
function = mass function
of ionized regions

Neutral IGM

Ionized IGM

Galaxy



SF, MZ, LH (2004a)SF, MZ, LH (2004a)

=40xH=0.96

xH=0.70

xH=0.25

Bubble Sizes

Bubbles are BIG!!!

Many times the size

of each galaxy’s HII

region

2 Mpc = 1 arcmin

Much larger than

simulation boxes

Robust to Poisson

fluctuations in galaxy

number counts

Typical galaxy bubble



SF, MZ, LH (2004a)SF, MZ, LH (2004a)

=40xH=0.96

xH=0.70

xH=0.25

Bubble Sizes

Bubbles are BIG!!!

Have characteristic
size

Scale at which typical
density fluctuation is
enough to ionize
region

Galaxy bias gives a
boost!

(R) x



The Characteristic Bubble Size

Have characteristic

size
Depends primarily on the

bias of ionizing sources

Within each set:  f*~m0,

m1/3, m2/3, m

xH=0.84

xH=0.025

SF, MM, LH (in prep)SF, MM, LH (in prep)

xH=0.35

 fcoll  f coll (1+ b ) >1



SF, MM, LH (in prep)SF, MM, LH (in prep)

Bubbles: Redshift Dependence

Bubbles are BIG!!!

Have characteristic

size

Sizes independent of

z (for a fixed xH)

xH=0.84

xH=0.025

xH=0.35



SF, MM, LH (in prep)SF, MM, LH (in prep)

To Infinity and Beyond?

Bubbles are BIG!!!

Have characteristic

size

Sizes independent of

z (for a fixed xH)

Bubbles grow to be

infinitely large!

xH=0.84

xH=0.025

xH=0.35



Much Ado About Clumping

For bubble to grow, ionizing

photons must reach bubble

wall

Neutral IGM

Ionized IGM
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Much Ado About Clumping

Mean free path must exceed

Rbub  larger bubbles must

ionize blobs more completely

Outskirts of blobs contain

densest ionized gas 

recombination rate increases

with mean free path

Neutral IGM

Ionized IGM



Much Ado About Clumping

Mean free path must exceed

Rbub

Recombination rate increases

with mean free path

Growing bubble thus requires

ion rate > recombination rate

(see also Miralda-Escude et

al. 2000)

Clumping factor is model-

dependent!!!

Neutral IGM

Ionized IGM

dfcoll
dt

> AuC(R, )



SF, SPO (2005)SF, SPO (2005)

xH=0.49

xH=0.32

xH=0.08

Bubbles and Recombinations

Recombinations impose

saturation radius Rmax

Thin: no recombinations

Thick: with recombinations

Rmax limit depends on…

Density structure of IGM

(Lyman-limit systems: Miralda-

Escude et al. 2000, minihalos)

Emissivity (rate of collapse)

This is NOT the size of a

contiguous ionized volume

Reionization ends at Rmax!

xH=0.16



The Hidden Meaning of Overlap

Gnedin Gnedin (2000)(2000)

Box Size

SF, SPO (2005)SF, SPO (2005)

Rmax

Rchar

Without recombinations



Fuzzy Overlap

For any point, overlap is
complete when bubble
growth saturates

Black: z=6 [thick/thin take
different mfp( )]

Red: z=9

Blue: z=12

Gives reionization an
intrinsic width!!!

Constrains density
structure

Quasars show z~0.3

SF, SPO (2005)SF, SPO (2005)



Observable Implications

Quasar spectra (SF, LH, MZ 2004; SF, SPO 2005)

Expect transmission deep into reionization!

Kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect in CMB maps (MM et

al. 2005)

Primarily constrains duration of patchiness

21 cm surveys (SF, MZ, LH 2004a,b)

Scale of features detectable in IGM

Imprints features on statistics such as power spectrum

Ly  galaxy surveys



Ly  Emitters and Topology

Total optical depth in Ly

transition:

“Damping wing” absorption from

neutral IGM

Depends on distance to edge of

HII region

“Resonant absorption” from gas

inside the HII region

Determined by local ionizing flux

IGM HI

HII region around
small galaxy

HII region around
clustered sources

GP 6x105 xHI
1+ z

10
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Ly  Emitters

Compare luminosity functions
at z=5.7 and z=6.5

Expect difference if
substantially neutral IGM

Appear identical!

What are the implications for
reionization?

Malhotra & Rhoads (2004)



The Evolving

Luminosity Function

Intrinsic luminosity function

depends on geometry,

kinematics, dust, etc.

But those factors (probably,

more or less) constant with

redshift

Ly  galaxies should be visible

farther back into reionization

epoch

SF, MZ, LH (in prep)

MR04

xH=0.25

xH=0.5



Clustering on Large Scales

Large scales:

Galaxies in separate

bubbles  depends

on clustering of

bubbles

Large bubbles are

rare density peaks:

highly clustered
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Clustering on Small Scales

Nearly randomly distributed

galaxy population

Small bubble:  too much

extinction, disappears

Large bubble:  galaxies visible

to survey
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Clustering on Small Scales

Nearly randomly distributed
galaxy population

Small bubble:  too much
extinction, disappears

Large bubble:  galaxies visible
to survey

Absorption selects large
bubbles, which tend to
surround clumps of galaxies

Observed clustering strongly
enhanced relative to intrinsic
value!



The Evolving

Correlation Function

Small scale bias bsm

Modulated by large bubbles

Disappears as xi 1

Large scale bias b(infinity)

Determined by bubble

properties

Formalism inaccurate at xi=1

Crossover scale is Rchar

Curves are different mass

thresholds

All results scaled to intrinsic

bias

SF, MZ, LH (in prep)



Bubble Taxonomy

Early in reionization

Limited by age or number

of ionizing photons

Recombinations negligible

(usually)

Grow to ~10 Mpc

Dominate during most of

reionization

Characteristic of pre-

overlap universe

Late in reionization

Dense Lyman-limit

systems become important

Limited by local

recombination rate

Attain well-defined

characteristic size (>10

Mpc)

Appear toward end of

reionization

Characteristic of post-

overlap universe



Bubble Taxonomy

“Shapiro Spheres”

Limited by age or number

of ionizing photons

Recombinations negligible

(usually)

Grow to ~10 Mpc

Dominate during most of

reionization

Characteristic of pre-

overlap universe

“Stromgren Spheres”

Dense Lyman-limit

systems become important

Limited by local

recombination rate

Attain well-defined

characteristic size (>10

Mpc)

Appear toward end of

reionization

Characteristic of post-

overlap universe



Conclusions

Reionization is inhomogeneous on large scales

“Shapiro spheres” dominate early

“Stromgren spheres” take over when R > 20 Mpc

Overlap is an intrinsically extended process! ( z~0.3-0.5)

Characteristic scales tell us about…

Source properties (esp. bias)

Density structure of IGM (minihalos?)

Feedback

Observational probes are on their way
Ly  galaxies: galaxies in big bubbles always visible; modulates
clustering properties (surveys in early phases)

QSO/GRB spectra (SDSS, others: data in hand!)

21 cm emission (~3 years)

Secondary CMB anisotropies (~3 years)


